
FuturaTall has been designed to accommodate persons
taller than 6’2” who need walking assistance. It has the
tallest handles in the market on a standard rollator, at 43.5”,
and a seat height of 27.5”. Incorporating all the features
you have come to expect in a Dolomite rollator, FuturaTall
fills the specific needs of a taller population.

Frame
The strongest frames on the market, Dolomite welds the
steel frames for greater durability – no weak mechanical
joints. FuturaTall comes in a sophisticated Black-Grey
color. The frame folds for storage and transportation.
Handles are infinitely adjustable within a six-inch range.
FuturaTall has a 330 lb. capacity. Flip-up seat gives greater
walking clearance.

Braking
Dolomite patented braking system has adjustable tension for
varied hand strength. Brake handles have a wide flange and
large loops for hand positioning. A stainless steel brake located
within the fork gives you years of service. Push downward to
set a parking brake while seated. Accessory slow down brakes
provide additional tension on the wheels for hilly terrain or for
assistance while gait training. The DABSII brake handle has a
five year warranty. Frame is warranted for two years against
manufacturing defects.

Standard Features
• Flip-up seat for greater reach
• Seat handle release to fold
• Magnetic seat latch secures against accidental closure
• Foam covered handles for comfortable grip
• Flexible and adjustable back strap
• Removable basket with carry handle
• 8” indoor-outdoor wheels
• Red curb climber on rear wheel for assist when lifting
front of walker
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Fully adjustable handles



Accessories
The extensive line of accessories enhances the use and comfort of your
walker. For instance, a molded plastic tray fits onto the seat to carry
food or beverage. The oxygen tank holder will replace the basket and
securely carries a B, C or D size tank. You can secure a crutch or cane
on the side of your walker with the 2-piece cane holder. Slow down
brakes have a separate tension control to create drag on your wheels,
slowing them for gait training, stroke patients or useful on hilly terrain.
When not using a basket, the under seat bag gives you a place to hold
personal items out of site. This bag can be used in conjunction with the oxygen tank holder.
Anatomic grips are a formed rubber grip shaped to the palm of your hand. The one-hand
brake makes it possible to activate both brakes from one side.

Specifications
DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION

Distance between rear wheels 21.5 in.

Minimum handle height 37.75 in.

Maximum handle height 43.5 in.

Seat height 27.5 in.

Seat L x W 14 x 7 in.

Width between handles 16.75 in.

Overall width 25.5 in.

Overall length 30 in.

Folded dimensions 44.25 in. (L) x 25.5 in. (W) x 12.5 in. (H)

Weight without basket 18 lbs.

Capacity 330 lbs.

Product Number D12076T
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